
Teacher and Club Manager Committee        24 April 2018 

Conference Call  

Attendance: Steve Moese, Jeff Bayone, Steve Gaynor, Judy Elbogen, Barbara Heller, Sam Marks, Joyce 

Penn, Rich Carle, Judy Starzec 

 

DISCUSSION 

Need for Guidelines for Rubber Bridge.  Can we have a role in creating them? 

 

Mary at Baron Barclay about creating hands for teachers.  Web App for commented bridge hands. 

Launches Oct 2018.  Specific sets for classes.  Can we send Mary out favorite teaching hands for 

inclusion in her tool?  Mary would compile the library for teachers.  Business model not set – not 

know how to remunerate teachers who send in hands for use. System of credits and charges to 

allow teachers to barter their IP and create sharing pools.  Dup files and pdf files tbd.  Cross 

referenced library for member teachers.  Developing a lesson plan for a specific lesson can take 

hours of work to FIND the wanted hands.  Themes by level of difficulty.  Application manages costs 

and credits.  Our role is to advocate for the service.  

 

Rubber Bridge slow to start. Other priorities.  Not resonating well with existing players.  Needs a 

champion if this is to get off the ground in NYC.  Supervised plays are dominating for now.  Rubber 

bridge clubs died out because players no longer want the “wild West” of the game. Clubs lost 

interest.  Creating a sustaining game or club seems to have met its intended end.  Duplicate is more 

interesting and partner/team oriented.  (Don’t change partners every 4 hands).  Relationship 

dependent.  Bridge is not mindless entertainment – and not instant gratification (e.g. Euchre and 

Canasta).    Can Rubber Bridge be a gap-filler?  Cincinnati is using the Olli Osher Life-ling Learning 

program to attract new people to bridge.  Olli Osher program is at the University of Cincinnati but 

we have done 3 classes at the Bridge Center and 1 at a large Synagogue in the area.  Success TBD.  

What we need is a gap filler for people graduating the Olli Osher classes to draw them toward club 

bridge.  We are also looking at meetup.com to create a monthly event at the club – a fun bridge 

party where you can learn the basics.  JB(Honors): 5 lessons then supervised play.  Goal is to get 

people into supervised play.  Then next series of 5 lessons, then supervised play.  People who are 

competitive, gravitate naturally toward duplicate on their own.  Next level up?  Rubber bridge – 

introduce informal competition (individual focus, not pair focus).  Honors runs 8 SP sessions per 

week.   

 

Olli Osher 

https://www.osherfoundation.org/index.php?olli 

 

At the University of Cincinnati: https://www.uc.edu/ce/olli.html   

 

List of Universities: https://www.osherfoundation.org/index.php?olli_list  

 

https://www.osherfoundation.org/index.php?olli
https://www.uc.edu/ce/olli.html
https://www.osherfoundation.org/index.php?olli_list


Temporary Memberships – Where did we get the $7.99 (Computer limitation?).  3 Month membership 

meaningless. Kickback to finder is too small to be meaningful.  Why isn’t the first year membership a 

fraction of the going annual dues/member fees.  Need a loss leader mentality.  Need a low cost 1 

year membership.  Can we offer self-directed learning books/magazines instead of the Bridge 

Bulletin?   

 

Patty Tucker’s new product “Bridge in a Box” includes ACBL temporary bridge membership form. 

Beginning bridge book, app, and more.  ACBL (Bahar) is in love with this idea.  Ed Foundation is 

endorsing this product.  Will be introduced in Atlanta.  Available for Purchase – see kickstarter 

website $49.95 each.  Need to see the actual product before endorsing.  Concern that the product is 

right for engaging adults.  If someone goes to a club from that box, the club gives Patty something 

back in return.  

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/237652322/bridge-in-a-

boxtm?ref=nav_search&result=project&term=bridge%20in%20a%20box 

 

Something has to be done to create the doorway into bridge.  Pricing?  Clubs would be able to 

remunerate Patty by referrals they get from this app.   Product has to exceed the expectations 

created by the concept.   

 

Judy E was contacted by the Alzheimers Association in Orange County and was able to get them to do a 

newspaper article on her club.   

 

What is the Alzheimers Association going to do for the ACBL this time around?   

 

How do we create a cash flow for teachers long term?   

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/237652322/bridge-in-a-boxtm?ref=nav_search&result=project&term=bridge%20in%20a%20box
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/237652322/bridge-in-a-boxtm?ref=nav_search&result=project&term=bridge%20in%20a%20box

